
Recognitions
A great thanks to Southern Nevada

Music for use of their lovely space.

Thank you to our caring parents who have

supported us through our singing, piano

playing, and additional instrumental and

musical endeavors.

Thank You, Phillip B, for accompanying!

Most of all, thank you to all of our

students who are truly talented and

outstanding, and a great thanks to their

amazing parents with whom this recital

would not take place.

It is always a great pleasure, privilege,
honor, and joy to help each of you on

YOUR musical journey!

Sincerely,

Travis & Erickson



Jezelle M - Thank you, Mr. Franco, again for giving me opportunities to

sing at each recital. They’re all super fun and amazing to watch his other

amazing students perform! Thank you for continuing to teach me! I love

working with you!

Adhith V - is almost 7. He likes to play with his big brother. He likes to

sing along with his dad. He played his first season of baseball this spring

and made some good hits and runs. He started learning Piano in the

beginning of this year. He is quite excited for his first piano recital today.

Agraj V - is a proud 5th grade graduate and is excited to go to Middle

school after Summer. He was a member of NEHS and helped his school in

various community activities. His interests are playing tennis and writing

short stories. He recently picked a new interest in solving sudoku puzzles.

He has been learning piano since last year and is loving it!

Kaylie W - is a very talented musician! She started piano lessons recently

and in such short time has almost finished two levels from a piano method

book series. Since she practices diligently day on day and is alway more

than prepared for lessons, it has truly helped her excel quickly. She comes

to the lesson with three to four songs already finished!

Adriana D - Adriana is extremely passionate about music and musical

theater. She would like to thank her family, friends, and teachers for

supporting her.

Clara K - Clara attends Frias Elementary school and is entering the fifth

grade in the fall of 2018. She is 10 years old. Clara expresses great

enjoyment towards singing and has been taking voice lessons with

Erickson for two years. She successfully tried out for “The Jungle Book”

musical and was casted as a wolf. Her future aspirations are to pursue a

career of acting and directing.

Mira K - Mira Kahn is 8 years old and attends Frias Elementary School.

She has been working with Erickson and Travis for voice and piano for

two years. She is an old soul and enjoys music from the past and classical

music.

Ray L - Ray is a self-taught composer, music producer, and avid vocal

improviser. Ray moved to Vegas in April to pursue a career in electronic

music performance using an instrument of his own invention.
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Program

Stitches Danny Parker &
popularized by Shawn Mendes Teddy Geiger

Meghan Trainor &
Dear Future Husband Kevin Kadish

Mira K

Clocks Coldplay
Clara K

The Ice Cream Truck
Yellow Spaceship Helen Marlais
Mary Had a Little Lamb Traditional

Adhith V

A Million Dreams
from The Greatest Showman

This Is Me John Debney &
from The Greatest Showman Joseph Trapanese

Riptide
popularized by Vance Joy James Keogh

Clara K

Colors of the Wind
from Disney’s Pocahontas Alan Menken

Mira K

I Can’t Help Falling In Love With You Hugo Peretti, Luigi Creatore,
popularized by Elvis Presley & George David Weiss

Ray L

Minuet No. 3 in G Major J. S. Bach
Desert Caravan Kevin Olson

Agraj V

Pulled
from The Addams Family Andrew Lippa

Monster Kristen Anderson-Lopez &
from Frozen, The Broadway Musical Robert Lopez

I’d Rather Be Me Jeff Richmond &
from Mean Girls Nell Benjamin

Adriana D

Ode to Joy Ludwig van Beethoven
The Juggler Mauro Giuliani
Our Detective Agency Randall Faber

Kaylie W

The Understudy Bobby Cronin
Your Daddy’s Son Lyrics by Lynn Ahrens &

from Ragtime Music by Stephen Flaherty
Daryl Is A Boy Michael Mitnick

Jezelle M
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